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6177 Learn to Make Deco Mesh Wreaths You won't believe how easy it is to make big splashy

wreaths like those of professional decorators! Everything you need to know about working with deco

mesh -- that darling of the decorating world -- is in this book. With our clear instructions and

step-by-step photos, you'll learn how to loop and secure the mesh and then add bows and other

accents. With the wide variety of mesh styles available, you'll be able to make wreaths for

celebrations all through the year! To get you started, we include 14 projects: Valentine Wreath,

Easter Wreath, Summer Fun Wreath, "Howdy" Wreath, Door Garland, Pumpkin, Harvest Wreath,

Tree, Peacock Feather Wreath, Two-Color Christmas Wreath, "Merry Christmas" Wreath,

Poinsettia, Mantel Garland, and Leopard Print Wreath.
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One of the most trusted names in instructional publishing, Leisure Arts is a leading publisher

worldwide of lifestyle how-to books, DVDs, and on-line content (www.LeisureArts.com). Leisure Arts

publications cater to caring people who want to enrich their lives with relaxing pastimes, creative

fashions and gifts, unique home decor, and so much more that contributes to The Art of Everyday

Living! The company is based in Little Rock, Arkansas.

It doesn't have many patterns. And those are dependent on finding very specific items for

completion.Essentially there are two techniques in the book (the pumpkin and a wreath) and one



kind of bow, but adding more colors or more loops to increase size.Save yourself the money and

just watch you tube.

I feel this book was misleading, I though there would be step-by-step color photos of how to do the

wreaths. There isn't, very disappointed with this book, I wasted my money!

It's not a very in-depth book on how to make deco mesh wreaths. The instructions are generic. I had

a little bit of a difficult time making a deco mesh wreath using this book. The ideas in the book are

wonderful, but the instructions need to be a bit more in-depth, and the book needs more pictures

(with the instructions) to make it dummy proof.

This book was very easy to understand and use and I made my first Christmas wreath and gave it

away at a party everyone loved it and it sure did not cost me eighty five dollars to do it. Now I have

orders for three more! Relaxing and enjoy doing it.

It has some interesting ideas and demonstrates them well. I would recommend if you are interested

in making deco mesh wreaths.

Worth what I paid. Detailed steps easy to understand and love the sample wreaths shown. Will be

making several of them. Also included are how to's for mesh pumpkin and mantel garlands. Love

the mesh poinsettias too!

I found this book very helpful with full of pictures and "how-to's" I think for the cost of the book it was

a bargain and really helped me produce exceptional wreathes

Wonderful book for those who are crafty and enjoy new things. This book was very helpful and

offered a great deal of ideas for the holidays. I'm glad I ordered this book.
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